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Tranzon Auction Resolutions
Cypress, TX
Kelly Toney ’92,
President, Owner,
Founder
Dwight Toney ’70,
CEO, Owner,
Founder
Industry: Real Estate
& Equipment
Growth Rate:
276.83%
Year Founded: 1997
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Dwight Toney
’70 and son, Kelly
Toney ’92, have
always loved the energy and excitement of
an auction. Therefore, it seemed natural for
this father-son pair to obtain their auction
licenses after Kelly graduated from Texas
A&M. When the opportunity arose in 1997
allowing them to transform their hobby
into a successful business, the Toney pair
was sold! Initially anticipating performing
solely equipment auctions, as the company
evolved, Dwight and Kelly expanded into
auctioning real estate, notes, and other
assets. Dwight and Kelly attribute their success to their perseverance and the superior
education they received at Texas A&M. Both
are graduates of the Corp of Cadets, which
provided them with leadership experience,
lessons in determination, and the discipline
they needed to thrive in the business world.
Dwight and Kelly will continue to develop
and grow the company and plan to eventually leave Tranzon Auction Resolutions in the
hands of Kelly’s sons to continue this family
legacy and tradition.

BMI Defense Systems
College Station, TX
Beverly Greenwood
’98, President,
Owner, Founder
Kyle Greenwood
’92, Vice President,
Founder
Industry: Defense
Contractor
Growth Rate:
207.04%
Year Founded: 2004
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Beverly ’92 and
Kyle ’98 Greenwood refuse to
take the back seat
when it comes to our
military’s safety. In 2004, a Humvee gunner
(who also happened to be a fellow Aggie and
friend), approached Beverly and Kyle, hoping
they could develop something better to sit
on than the military-issued nylon strap. Before
they knew it, BMI Defense Systems was born.
Initially planning to pursue the venture as a
part-time, non-profit opportunity, Beverly
and Kyle found that the rapid growth of BMI
Defense Systems could not be contained.
Beverly and Kyle have fought the battles that
every young company faces; however, their
hard work, resolve, patience and their faith
have paid off, landing them in the #2 spot on
the 2011 Aggie 100.

republic landscapes, llc
College Station, TX
Brandon Spears ’94,
President
Industry: Commercial Landscaping
Growth Rate:
141.7%
Year Founded: 2004
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The groundwork of republic landscapes,
llc was laid while Brandon Spears ’94
was a student at Texas A&M. The

experience of balancing schoolwork and
maintaining lawns throughout his years at
Texas A&M taught Brandon the importance
of sticking with what you start and pushing
yourself through muddy, tough times. Brandon acknowledges that flexibility has been
key to his success. The ability to recognize
new opportunities and adapt to the market
has allowed republic landscapes, llc to thrive
and bloom. Brandon’s determination to grow
will surely be the root of continued success
in the future.

Jenkins Custom Homes
Austin, TX
Shan Jenkins ’88, President, Owner,
Founder
Bethany Jenkins ’88, Vice President,
Owner
Industry: Residential Construction
Growth Rate: 94.13%
Year Founded: 2002

Miner Central Texas Ltd
San Antonio, TX
Phil Miner ’80,
Chairman
Industry:
Commercial Service
Growth Rate:
128.75%
Year Founded: 2005
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Phil Miner ’80 grew up in a small family
business, providing him with a strong
entrepreneurial base. In 1994, Phil
launched Miner Corp. with the purpose of
driving down the cost of warehousing and
materials management operations and improving jobsite safety. Today, Miner Central
Texas serves the Austin, San Antonio and
South/Central Texas area. With an impressive 128.75% growth rate, Miner Central
Texas is proof that building a new business
from the ground floor up is possible. Phil explains that he “never expected or imagined
in those early days that our company would
have a North American footprint serving
more than 250 of the Fortune 500.” Phil
enjoys the opportunity to pass along the
enterprising knowledge that he’s acquired
over his career and looks forward to
spending more time helping aspiring
entrepreneurs realize their dreams.

Opportune, LLP
Houston, TX
David C.
Baggett, Jr. ’81,
Managing Partner,
Founder
John C.
Vanderhider ’81,
Partner, Founder
Industry: Energy
Consulting Firm
Growth Rate:
101.91%
Year Founded:
2005		
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After years of
experience in
the energy and
construction business, David Baggett ’81
decided to open a new door in his career
and launched Opportune, an independent
consultancy, with John Vanderhider ’81.
Since discovering its first client through the
Aggie Network, Opportune has experienced
significant growth over the past six years.
Opportune strives to provide comprehensive solutions to operational and financial
challenges, with practice areas in corporate
finance, complex financial reporting, process
and technology, strategy and organization,
dispute resolution, enterprise risk, tax and
outsourcing. A repeat Aggie 100 Honoree,
Baggett says of his future, “We have only
gotten started at Opportune, and the best
is ahead of us.” A strong client focus and
commitment to the core values of integrity,
quality, teamwork and professionalism will
allow Opportune to continue to grow.

customer service they received from the
companies that factored their accounts
receivables. And so the groundwork for a
new company was laid. Power Funding was
developed with an emphasis on providing
impeccable client relations and delivering
superior financial services to the marketplace.
With an emphasis on customer service, Power
Funding became a provider of factoring
services to trucking companies in East Texas.
Shortly thereafter, Miller sold his rock quarry
and focused all of his efforts on expanding
Power Funding’s services to new industries.
Miller’s Aggie spirit has tremendously impacted his career, and he remains continually
thankful for his four years at Texas A&M.

Leftfield Pictures
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At Texas A&M, Shan ’88 and Bethany
’88 Jenkins learned the importance of
persistence and resolution. As the son of
a retired USAF Master Chief, Shan’s vocabulary never included the word quit. Shan’s aspiration to become an entrepreneur began as
a young child when he worked for his uncle’s
roofing company. Seeing the respect his
uncle and other small business owners earned
from the community laid the foundation for
Shan to become a business owner himself.
With a passion for small businesses and home
building, Jenkins Custom Home was developed. Shan and Bethany acknowledge the
importance of building a company on strong
core values, much as their company’s custom
homes are constructed on quality foundations. Shan explains, “Life and business are
all about perseverance. It is a marathon not a
sprint,” and their race is just beginning.

Accent Wire, Ltd.
Bradford, United
Kingdom
William Sims ’89,
Managing Director,
Owner, Founder
Industry: Manufacturing & Distribution
of Baling Wire
Growth Rate:
94.01%
Year Founded: 2005
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William (Bill) Sims ’89 applies the ethics
and values he acquired at Texas A&M
to his business experiences. Excellence
and leadership reside at the core of Accent
Wire, which was established by Bill’s father.
After joining the family business in 1996, Bill
capitalized an opportunity and led Access
Wire overseas to open a new operation in the
United Kingdom in 2006. With over 50 years
combined experience within the industry,
Accent Wire strives to provide optimal baling wire and wire tier solutions to customers.
Accent Wire has already established itself as
the leading wire provider in the United States
and is on its way to becoming the top provider in the United Kingdom. Bill’s strong ties
to his personal code of ethics provide Access
Wire with a strong foundation for continued
growth abroad.

Power Funding Ltd.
Tyler, TX
Mark Miller ’84,
Manager of General
Partner, Owner,
Founder
Industry: Accounts
Receivable Factoring
Growth Rate:
93.52%
Year Founded: 2001
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Mark Miller ’84 owned of a rock quarry
in East Texas when the inspiration
for Power Funding was slated. Mark
observed that the trucking companies that
hauled rock for him were unhappy with the

New York, NY
Brent Montgomery
’97, Owner, Founder
Industry: Television
Production
Growth Rate:
93.16%
Year Founded: 2002
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Brent Montgomery ’97 knows a thing
or two about “show-biz.” After beginning his career in local news, Brent burst
onto the reality television scene by producing
over a dozen shows, including The Bachelor,
Blind Date, and Wife Swap. Founded in 2002,
Leftfield Pictures now boasts fifteen television series and 250 employees. Serving as
the Executive Producer of History Channel’s
docu-soap, Pawn Stars, has given Brent a
starring role in cable television. Brent plans
to acquire other TV production companies in
hopes of becoming the next communication
conglomerate. He explains that his career has
been “like climbing a mountain, you reach
the top of the peak thinking it’s the top and
you realize there’s a lot further you can go if
you want to.” Brent continues his climb with
Leftfield Pictures and puts the Aggie Spirit on
center stage in New York City.

OriGen Biomedical, Inc.
Austin, TX
Richard Martin ’71,
President & CEO
Industry: Medical
Device Manufacturing
Growth Rate:
85.99%
Year Founded: 1990
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After years of professional experience, Richard Martin ’71 knew in
his heart that he was ready to start
his own business. The early days of self-employment taught Martin confidence, a skill he
credits to his education at Texas A&M. Selfreliance and honesty in business dealings
continue to serve as a driving force of OriGen’s success. OriGen Biomedical, inc. provides specialty medical devices for cardiac
care and cell culture. With just 10 employees
in January of 2010, OriGen has experienced
tremendous growth, employing over 50
team members today. Richard looks forward
to becoming an employee-owned company
with a strong emphasis on the Aggie tradition of selfless service from the heart.
• • • •
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